Abstract -While insensitive to weak non magnetic disorder, an s-wave superconductor can be driven insulating by strong disorder. Using a scheme that captures the correct ground state, and fully retains thermal amplitude and phase fluctuations, we describe the disorder driven superconductor-insulator transition at finite temperature. Our results on the resistivity suggest that beyond moderate disorder the low temperature superconducting state can arise out of an 'insulating' normal state. We also find that the low frequency weight in the density of states and optical conductivity are non monotonic in disorder, with a maximum near critical disorder, and their high temperature values correlate with the superconducting fraction in the disordered ground state.
The disorder driven superconductor-insulator transition (SIT) is a longstanding problem in condensed matter physics. Although early theoretical work by Anderson [1] suggested that superconductivity (SC) should be insensitive to non-magnetic disorder, a large number of experiments over the last couple of decades [2] have revealed that superconductivity is actually suppressed and finally destroyed by increasing disorder. Simultaneously, the normal state resistivity changes from metallic to insulating, and a pseudogap (PG) appears in the single particle density of states.
The availability of high resolution scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) tools has led to a significant advance in the field. Recent observations include: i) The increasing fragmentation of the SC state with disorder [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . ii) Survival of an apparent (pseudo)gap in the disorder driven normal state [3] [4] [5] [6] . iii) A change in the temperature dependence of the normal state resistivity from metallic to insulating, without necessarily any universal temperature independent value at critical disorder [11, 12] . Additionally, iv) there are observations of non monotonic magnetoresistance [12] [13] [14] , and finite frequency superfluid stiffness at large disorder [15, 16] , well past the SIT.
The fully self-consistent Hartee-Fock-Bogoliubov-de Gennes (HFBdG) approach [17] had already revealed that the strong disorder SC ground state is fragmented in an essential way, and predicted the survival of a single particle gap across the SIT. Thermal effects have been probed using quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [18] [19] [20] , providing an estimate of T c and the global density of states. Surprisingly, apart from an early estimate [19] , there seem to be no results on the charge dynamics, i.e, the resistivity and optical features, across what is essentially a transport transition. The limitation stems from the inability to handle thermal fluctuations on a large spatial scale, and access real frequency information.
In this paper we solve this problem using an approach that captures the HFBdG ground state, fully retains the thermal amplitude and phase fluctuations, and locates the correct disorder scale, V c , for the zero temperature SIT.
Our main results, at intermediate coupling, are the following: i) For V V c the single particle gap closes at T c , but beyond V ∼ 0.25V c there emerges a pseudogap window above T c , and when V > 0.75V c a hard gap persists for T > T c . ii) The normal state resistivity ρ(T ) is 'insulating', with dρ/dT < 0, already at V ∼ 0.5V c so, for 0.5V c < V < V c one actually observes an insulator to superconductor transition on cooling the system. iii) Increasing temperature leads to a growth in the low frequency single particle and optical weight across T c , over a window δT T c at weak disorder and δT T c at strong disorder. The T T c weight correlates closely with the 'superconducting fraction' in the ground state. iv) Increasing disorder leads to non monotonic behaviour of the low frequency single particle and optical weight, with a peak around V c (T ). While there is already experimental evidence for i) and ii), the other predictions can be tested experimentally and correlated with spatial data where available.
Model and method. -We study the attractive Hubbard model in two dimensions (2D), with disorder incorporated in the form of a random potential V i at each site.
where H kin = −t ij σ c † iσ c jσ . t = 1 denotes the nearest neighbour tunneling amplitude, U is the strength of onsite attraction, and µ the chemical potential, set so that the electron density is n ≈ 0.9. The disorder V i is chosen from a box normalised distribution between ±V /2. We focus on the disorder dependence at U = 2t for specific results and discuss the U dependence at the end.
We rewrite the interaction in terms of auxiliary 'pairing' and 'density' fields via a Hubbard-Stratonovich (HS) decomposition [21, 22] , and choose coefficients to recover HFBdG theory at T = 0. We work in the static limit of the auxiliary fields,
where
The presence of the field φ is important, especially in disordered systems, since it captures the enhancement of disorder due to interaction effects.
Unlike mean field theory, we do not minimise the free energy with respect to ∆ i and φ i at finite temperature, T , but sample all configurations according to their Boltzmann weight P {∆, φ} ∝ T r c,c † e −βH ef f . The difficulty in this approach is of course in evaluating the weight for an arbitrary configuration. This is handled using the Metropolis algorithm combined with a diagonalisation of the effective Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) problem [23, 24] . We use an O(N ) cluster based scheme [25] for the Monte Carlo updates and can readily access system sizes ∼ 24 × 24. Our method captures the HFBdG ground state as T → 0, since the ∆ i and φ i minimise the free energy in that case, but captures the crucial amplitude and phase fluctuations at finite temperature. We have focused on U = 2t, which is the weakest interaction we can controllably access with our system size. Even at U = 2t the gap to T c ratio in the clean limit is already outside the BCS window. Our results are averaged over atleast 10 copies of disorder.
Phase diagram. -We begin with the V − T phase diagram in fig. 1 , detailing the different phases in terms of transport and spectral character. In the absence of disorder SC order is lost at T c = T , and the following non superconducting phases: gapped (G), ungapped (UG) and pseudogapped (PG). We take the critical disorder Vc ∼ 2t. The tail shows the exponentially small superconducting Tc surviving beyond Vc. A normal state pseudogap shows up for V 0.25Vc and for V 0.75Vc the T Tc phase actually has a hard gap. The crossover between pseudo-gapped and notionally ungapped phase is shown by the green area. The blue dashed line shows the transition from an 'insulating' (dρ/dT < 0) to 'metallic' regime, which lies within the broad crossover.
slow suppression of T c which accelerates for V > 1.5t. Our method reduces to HFBdG at T = 0 so the ground state within our scheme is in principle always superconducting. However, the phase stiffness of the HFBdG state reduces quickly with increasing disorder and for V 2t we do not observe a transition down to ∼ 0.05T 0 c . We indicate the disorder scale associated with this resolution limit on T c as V c . Figure 1 indicates the exponentially small T c that survives in principle beyond our V c . This would be pushed to zero by quantum phase fluctuations in the ∆ i . T 0 c and V c will set the natural scales of temperature and disorder for us. Our observations are the following. i) At weak disorder the fractional suppression of T c is small, e.g, at V = 0.25V c , T c falls less than 10% from T 0 c . This is qualitatively consistent with the 'insensitivity' to disorder predicted by Anderson [1] , but that approach fails to be useful beyond weak disorder. We are not aware of analytic results on the suppression of T c in this coupling regime, although there are numerical results on the reduction of the phase stiffness [17] . Overall, the weak disorder regime, 0 < V < 0.25V c , corresponds to almost homogeneous |∆ i | in the ground state, metallic resistivity above T c , and no significant anomaly in the normal state density of states (DOS).
ii) The intermediate disorder window, 0.25V c < V < 0.75V c , resists easy characterisation. |∆ i | in the ground state shows increasing fragmentation [17, 27] . The resistivity is 'insulating' near T c and crosses over to metallic behaviour at high T , while the T > T c density of states shows a pseudogap.
iii) At strong disorder, V 0.75V c , the pairing amplitude |∆ i | is very inhomogeneous in the ground state, a hard gap survives in the DOS even above T c , and the resistivity shows activated behaviour. This is a regime where , evolving from metallic to insulating behaviour in the normal state with growing disorder. For V 0.25Vc, it is metallic, between 0.25Vc V 0.75Vc, it is mixed, showing a thermal transition from 'insulating' at low T to weakly 'metallic' at larger T . Beyond V = 0.75Vc, the low T behaviour is exponential ρ(T ) ∝ e ∆g /T , with ∆g increasing with V . This is highlighted in (b), where we see that such a fit ceases to be valid below V ∼ 0.75Vc. the low T superconducting state emerges from a high T insulating phase, suggesting that the T c is no longer controlled by the low energy DOS.
The different phase boundaries would depend on U/t. Apart from the change in T 0 c and V c (T = 0), increasing U/t would lead to an increase in the 'gapped' region, while decreasing U/t would decrease the gapped window in favour of the PG (and the UG to PG crossover could be pushed to larger V /V c ).
Resistivity. -The resistivity ρ(T ) is computed using the Kubo formula, via the low frequency limit of the optical conductivity σ(ω). Formally σ(ω) = −ω −1 Im(Λ xx (q = 0, ω)) where the current-current correlation function is defined by
The |n , |m are many particle eigenstates of the system, j xx is the current operator. For the regular part, σ reg (ω), i.e, excluding the superfluid response, it simplifies within our static auxiliary field theory to:
where, now, the α , β > 0, etc, are single particle eigenvalues of the BdG equations, the n( a ), etc., are Fermi functions, and the F 's are current matrix elements computed from the BdG eigenfunctions. The dc resistivity is defined for T > T c via ρ however, the behaviour is mixed, with 'metallic' character at high T and an 'insulating' window below. As the companion plot, fig. 2(b) , shows the weakly insulating behaviour cannot be characterised by a T independent gap in the DOS. Beyond 0.75V c the resistivity is insulating at all T , we have checked it upto T = 0.3t. The log plot in fig. 2(b) shows that the resistivity can be modeled as ρ(T ) ∝ e ∆g/T , with a weakly disorder dependent coefficient A and an activation scale ∆ g ∼ 2.5(V − 0.75V c ).
The large disorder regime admits a simple explanation in terms of the current paths. The low energy excitations are localised in the superconducting clusters that form at T = 0. Since the SC regions are 'disconnected' at T > T c all current paths have to pass partly through the insulating matrix, leading to an activation factor in the conductance. At weaker disorder the SC clusters have a tenuous connection and the detailed frequency dependence of the DOS is important.
Overall, we observe that for our chosen U = 2t, superconductivity can arise out of a metallic or an insulating normal state. Our calculation does not hint at any 'universal' temperature independent resistance at V = V c , apparently consistent with recent experimental analysis [13] .
Density of states. -Fig.3 shows the variation in the single particle DOS with disorder and temperature. If n and {u i n , v i n } are the positive BdG eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, in some equilibrium configuration, the DOS is computed as
where the angular brackets indicate thermal average.
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In fig. 3(a) we show the DOS plots at T = 0 for varying disorder, from V = 0 to V = 1.5V c . The following features are noteworthy. (i) The system is gapped for all V . The 'gap' shows a non-monotonic character, decreasing upto V ∼ V c and increasing from thereon. These results match well with previous BdG [17] and QMC [20] benchmarks.
(ii) The coherence peaks decrease with increasing V , and beyond V ∼ 0.75V c they are hard to discern in the DOS. The 'rise' of the DOS at the gap edge is ideally sharp in the clean limit, corresponding to the square root BCS singularity, but for V 0.75V c the rise is much gentler. Figure 3(b) shows the thermal evolution at V = 0.5V c , intermediate disorder, while 3(c) shows the same at V = V c . For V = 0.5V c the coherence peak at the gap edge vanishes at T ∼ T c ≈ 0.8T 0 c , the low frequency DOS grows steadily with increasing temperature, but a pseudogap feature surives upto T ∼ 2.5T c . Figure 3(c) shows the result at V = V c , where the system retains a hard gap with increasing temperature till T ∼ 0.5T 0 c and a deep pseudogap thereafter.
Figure 3(d) shows the temperature dependence of N (0), the DOS at the Fermi level, for a few V . At V = 0.5V c , N (0) is essentially zero till T ∼ T c and then rises quickly and saturates to a high T asymptote. With growing disorder the temperature interval δT (V ) over which the rise occurs increases and the 'asymptotic' high temperature value reduces. We find that this high temperature value at a given disorder roughly corresponds to the superconducting fraction in the ground state [27] at that disorder.
Optics. -Figure 4 (a)-(c) shows aspects of the optical conductivity at two representative temperatures for various V , while 4.(d) shows the integrated low frequency weight as increasing disorder drives the SIT.
In a disordered superconductor, the real part of the optical conductivity consists of a delta function at ω = 0 (signifying dissipationless transport) and a 'regular' part σ reg (ω). Within a mean field picture, σ reg (ω) at T = 0 is suppressed for ω 2∆, the gap scale. Beyond this σ reg rises to a peak and for ω ∆ tends to the disordered metal limit, Γ/(ω 2 + Γ 2 ), where Γ is the scattering rate. Figure 4(a) shows the low T result at different V , consistent with this general expectation. The low V curves have a gap, rise to a relatively sharp maximum and then fall off. Increasing V increases Γ making the fall off broader. In what follows we use just σ(ω) rather than σ reg (ω) to denote the regular part.
It is useful to compare these results with that of MattisBardeen (MB) theory [28] , which is formulated in the weak coupling limit. Qualitatively, within MB theory the thermal excitation of quasiparticles to the gap edge, with a probability ∼ e −∆(T )/T , leads to a 'subgap' feature in σ(ω) at finite T . Due to the large DOS at the gap edge this contribution to σ(ω) is large at low ω. Disorder broadens the coherence peaks and makes this subgap ω dependence flatter. fig. 4(c) , the cleaner samples do show an upturn reminiscent of MB theory. However, even here for V 0.5V c the low frequency peak is absent due to the disorder and temperature induced broadening of the coherence peak.
In Figure 4 (d), we show the the low frequency optical weight w opt (V, T, Ω) = Ω 0 dωσ(ω, V, T ) with Ω = 0.2t. We find that the maximum in w opt (V, T ) at a given T occurs at a disorder V max (T ) that tracks the critical disorder V c (T ). The inset shows the low frequency single particle weight w dos (V, T ) = Ω/2 0 dωN (ω, V, T ) and its strong correspondence with w opt (V, T ). At T = 0 the behaviour of w dos is consistent with earlier observation [17] that the gap is minimum close to V c . The resulting maximum in w dos persists, surprisingly, at finite T as well and also shows up in the behaviour of w opt .
Since the weights are readily measurable, a qualitative explanation may be useful. Within our scheme the optical spectrum arises as a convolution over the single particle Greens function, so understanding w dos (V, T ) can shed light on w opt as well. Figure 3 This observation ties together independent measurements on density of states, optical weight, and the spatial character of the superconducting state over the complete disorder-temperature window.
Discussion. -In what follows we discuss the microscopic basis of our results, the limitations of our approach, and the connection of our results to experimental data. i) Microscopic origin: Within our approach the thermal properties are controlled by the mean value and thermal fluctuations of the pairing field ∆ i and the 'density' field φ i . Disorder creates inhomogeneities in n i which are fed back via the Hartree shift φ i leading to an amplified effective disorder V 0.75V c , the n i inhomogeneity is very large in the ground state and SC clusters form only in 'favourable' regions [27] of this landscape. The insulating regions have a larger effective gap than the SC clusters. The n i inhomogeneity, and the large V i ef f survives to T T c and leads to the activated resistivity.
ii) Limitations of our method: There are two sources of error in our approach. a) The static approximation: the auxiliary fields are in principle time dependent and their temporal (quantum) fluctuations can be significant in the following two regimes: 1) The vicinity of the T = 0 SIT.
As the electronic DOS becomes gapped due to pair formation, the dynamics of these bosonic pairs can play a significant role in transport and low frequency optics. This has been emphasized in a very recent preprint [29] . However, for the U/t = 2 that we have used, fig. 1 shows that the finite temperature SIT, for V 0.75V c , occurs in the presence of a finite DOS at the fermi level. So, at weak to moderate coupling, and across the finite temperature SIT, our approach should be useful. 2) In the critical regime, close to T c , where fluctuation corrections (Aslamazov-Larkin and Maki-Thompson) [30] are important. These also involve the dynamics of the pairing fields, which are absent in our scheme. However, away from the immediate vicinity of T c the effects that we highlight, arising from a combination of the disorder and Hubbard interaction, would dominate. b) System size: weaker coupling, U/t 1, is relevant experimentally, but difficult to access with current size limitations since the coherence length grows as 1/∆ 0 . Our system size, ∼ 24 × 24, is significantly larger than what is accessible within QMC but still much smaller than the inhomogeneity scales observed experimentally. As a result, some of the predictions we make are only of qualitative value in the experimental context. We discuss these next.
iii) Comparison to experiments: When comparing with experiments, it must be kept in mind that U = 2t is already beyond the weak coupling BCS regime, with 2∆/kT 0 c ∼ 8 instead of 3.5. Most real materials, explored in the SIT context are however in the BCS window, so the relevant U ef f /t 1. This is also borne out by the rather low T 0 c ∼ 10K of these materials [5, 6] . Additionally, Coulomb effects are neglected in our model. We touch upon this in the next section. For the different indicators that we have calculated, a comparison to experiments reveal the following: a) Resistivity: While our observation of a metal to insulator crossover in the normal state transport is consistent with experiments, experimental resistivities are less insulating than we observe [6, 11, 12] . For instance, at V = 0.75V c , with T c = 0.4T 0 c , our resistivity already shows insulating behaviour, falling to one-fourth of its maximum value by T = 3T 0 c , while the two dimensional TiN sample in [5] only falls to 60% of its maximum value even though T c ∼ 0.1T 0 c for that sample. Similar behaviour is seen in three dimensional NbN samples [6] . b) Density of states: Pseudogap effects are more pronounced in our case, extending to larger temperatures. For instance, at V = 0.5V c , this scale is around T = 2.5T 0 c , and by V = V c , it extends beyond T = 4T 0 c . In contrast, experiments on three dimensional systems [6] indicate that the pseudogap vanishes at a temperature T * that decreases initially with increasing disorder, and finally becomes constant at T * ∼ 0.5T 0 c at large disorder. Two dimensional systems [3] , on the other hand, do seem to show a qualitatively similar increase as ours, though their relevant scales are much smaller (for instance at T c = 0.1T 0 c , T * ∼ 1.4T 0 c , whereas our scale is greater than 4T 0 c .) c) Optics: Low frequency features are sharply depressed, at low T , in our model at large disorder, whereas there is a much more modest effect in experiments [15, 16] . d) Spatial character: Our results for local indicators reveal significant similarity, but also points of difference, in terms of spatial dependence and thermal variation, with recent experiments [9] . They will be dealt with in a separate publication [27] . iv) Coulomb interactions: Coulomb interactions can affect superconductivity in two ways: 1) weakening of the effective pairing interaction [31] and 2) an increase in phase fluctuations [32] . The first effect can lead to an SIT driven by a vanishing gap. However, most recent experiments suggest that the SIT is driven by phase fluctuations in a fragmented ground state, and not so much by a vanishing gap. In this sense, our model captures the correct phenomenology. In terms of measurables, Coulomb effects cause a characteristic wide dip in the DOS [33] , which is absent from our results. They also lead to a contribution similar to the weak localisation correction to the conductivity [33, 34] .
Conclusion: We have studied the transport and spectral characteristics of a disordered s-wave superconductor over the complete disorder and temperature window relevant for the superconductor-insulator transition. We have identified the metal to insulator crossover in the normal state with increasing disorder and demonstrate a disorder window where the superconductor arises out of a high temperature 'insulating' state. We map out the disorder and temperature dependence of the single particle and optical spectra, discover that their low frequency weight is non monotonic with disorder, and relate the weight to the superconducting spatial fraction in the disordered ground state.
